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iieiased controls induce convexity of the velocity sets in optimal control 
problems, permitting a general cxistcnce theory. Here we obtain complctc 
convexity, of the set of control-trajectory pairs, by rciasing the problem con- 
straints to admit certain measures on the product of the control and trajectory 
spaces. It is proved that these mcaurcs are just unit mixtures of control- 
trajectory pairs and that admitting them does not alter the minimum value of the 
control problems. This can bc used to derive necessary and suf5cicr.t conditions 
for optimality of dynamic programming type. 
Our concern here is with optimal control problems d&cd hg ordinary 
diCerentia1 equations with integral cost functionals. It has long been appreciated 
that, in the absence of convexity of the velocity set, relaxuetl controls must be 
admitted to guarantee the cxistcncc of an optimal control -trajcctor\r pair. Kc 
take this relaxation one step further, not only replacing point-valued contra: 
functions b!; measure-valued relaxed controls but also replacing control-- 
t:.ajcctory pairs by Radon measures on the product of the control constraint se: 
and a compact subset of the state space. The mcasurcs arc rcquircd to satisfy 
certain boundary-like conditions, so that the resulting optimization program is 
convrs and gcnera!izcs the control problem. 
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It is instructive to record here that the dcvclopmcnt of relaxed controls is a 
natural extension of the work done by Young on generalized curves, n;hich 
provides an existcncc theory for parametric problems in the calculus of varia- 
tions. Young subsequently introduced, but did not use, the notion of a gcnc- 
ralized flow, a positive linear functional on the space of parametric integrands. 
Our Radon measures are the control problem equivalents of generalized 
flOW. 
Investigation of the structure of generalized flows was initiated by Young [I] 
whose results have recently been extended by the present authors. Proofs of 
of these results depend strongly upon the parametric framework, within which 
one has a linear space of boundaries not available in the control problem setup. 
M.e therefore do not study the structure of our Radon measures directly, but 
parametcrizc the conves optimization program, transforming it into a problem 
of optimization over generalized flows, with side constraints. ‘The new results 
on the structure of gcncralized flows apply directly to this and show that it has a 
solution which is a generalized curve. ‘This curve, with a suitable relaxed control, 
also solves the original control problem, hence the value of the control problem 
must bc the same as the values of the two convex programs, that is, all the pro- 
blcms are equivalent (our main result). 
Equivalence is important for the fact that duality theory can bc applied to the 
convex Radon measure program to obtain neccssarv and sufficient conditions 
for optimality in the original control problem. In this paper we summarize 
previously obtained results; a different approach and interpretation will be 
given in a subsequent publication. 
The equivalence result was first proved in [2], subject to restrictions on the 
relationship bctwcen the system dynamics and cost intcgrand which ensure that 
the parametric cost intcgrand is continuous. ‘This was necessitated by the 
nonavailability of the generalized flow structure thcorcms used hem; these 
enable us to consider lower-semicontinuous integrands, as in [5]. Another 
generalization over [2] and [5] is that the control problem may have varying 
initial as well as varying terminal points. ‘The convex optimization problem or 
“weak control problem” has also been studied by Rubio [6, 7] for the fix-cd end- 
point cast. IIe emphasizes the existence of solutions to the weak problem under 
slightly weaker hypotheses than here but fails to establish equivalence. 
A-otation. Let S be a compact space. C(S) denotes the Banach space of 
continuous real-valued functions on S with sup norm. When S is a cube in W, 
P(S) will denote the subset of C(S) comprised of restrictions to S of continu- 
ously diflcrentiable functions on W. 
The (norrncd) dual of C(S), C”(S), . k is nown to be isomorphic to the space of 
Radon mcasurcs on S (finite, regular, signed Morel measures), dcnotcd frm(S) 
and normcd by total variation. 11’ shall not distinguish between bounded lineal 
functionals and the measures which represent them, writing interchangeably 
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j”(f) and Jf t/p for the action of ,u on f. I’arious norms on C-‘(S) will bc con- 
sidered but I’ . ;) will always denote the strong norm 
(Here g , is the sup norm of g). 
P(S) will denote the set of nonnegati\:e-valued functions in C(S) and Pj; its 
uositive polar cone in C”(S), 
‘l’hc subset of probability measures on S, /“l(S), is given b! 
ITor any mcasurc IL c- C*(S), the support of p is defined to bc the conrplemcnr 
of the largest open set S, C S such that I ,L ’ (S,) -= 0 and is denoted by supp{/~). 
‘The probability mcasurc with support conccntratcd at s E S is written 6(s), 
Let be giwn: I: A” x W x ?P --t R andf: RfL x 2 x R,” --r A”, continuous 
functions 0 C R”’ ,- h and r 0, Tr C W-r. SI will always be assumed compact, I’,, 
and Pr closed and disjoint. 
Let [t,, , tr] C R bc any interval. h r&red cotztrol (on [t,, , ir]) is a C”(<l) 
\alucd function &: t, < t < t,} defined modulo (Lcbesque) null functions, 
satisfying 
;L~ E P(-Q), that is, pt is a probabiiity measure, 
for almost every t in [to , fl!, 
1 --z .i,) h(t, 24) &(u) is (Lebesguc) ;ricasural)ie 
for every Ii E C([t, , fJ X Q). 
(2.!: 
(2.2) 
Ordinai-): controls, which are measurable eQ-valucd functions (u(t): f. s 
E :-: t,}, may be viewed as relaxed controls with ,+ = 6(u(r)). WC admit rclaxec! 
controls to obtain the existence of solutions to nonconvex control problems 
t% 91. 
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&: f, < t < tr} a relaxed control and x(*) an UP-valued absolutely continuous 
function, satisfying 
Wll)~ 4J 6 rll > Mb>, 5)E r, J (2.3) 
w = J-pm 4 4 444 almost everywhere in [f, , tJ. (2.4) 
WC assume the existence of an admissible pair, in particular the existence of 
(x,, , to) E I’,, and (x1 , tr) E I’, with t, < t, . 
The “strong,” or original, optimal control problem is 
11 
(S) minimize SI 44th c 4 4-44 d 
over all adksziblc pairs, i.e., subject to (2.1)-(2.4). 
Let us put forward the following hypothesis: 
(H) Them exists a minimizing admissible sequence 
the value of (S), such that (x,(t), t) EA C IFP+l for all t E [t,,i, tri] 
and i sufficiently large, for some compact 4. 
This is the same hypothesis as used in [9] to prove the existence of an optimal 
pair. Also given in [9] are conditions onf and I under which (H) holds true. 
Henceforth we restrict attention to admissible pairs where the augmented 
trajectory (x(i), t) is contained in an n -!- 1 cube, A 3 4. Because of (H) this 
does not affect the value of(S) and it implies that all admissible trajectories are 
Lipshitz continuous, since by continuity off and compactness of A x Q, a(.) is 
uniformly bounded almost everywhere on [to, tr]. Further, wc can assume that 
r, and I’, arc compact. 
A-rem. (i) Determination of the endpoints (~(t,,), to) E 7, and (.r(tJ, tr) E I’, 
is a part of the problem. We define Tr ,4 max{t: (x, “) c TO} < 00 and T, : 
min(l: (x, t) 6 r,> > --03. 
(ii) WC shall always use the notation y(.) to denote the value of a problem. 
I,et {pi, x(t): t, < t < tr} be any admissible pair. The mapping 
(2.6) 
is well defined (by virtue of the measurability properties of f --f pt), linear in g, 
and bounded (by compactness of iI x Q) 1 rence continuous. An admissible pair 
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can therefore be regarded as an element of C*‘(A x Q), the dual space :)i 
C(A x Sz), which is isomorphic to and idcntificd with the space of finite, 
regular (Radon) measures on A x Q, frm(A x Q). Wc write the mapping as 
Measures /L obtained in this way have the following properties: 
,p E P’j(A x n), (2.7) 
I:or any (G E Cl(A), 
where so := S((x(t&, t(J) and & = S((x(t,), tl)) are probability meariurcs on 
r, and I; respectively. This follows because the intcgrand is just (d/dt) +(x(t), t) 
along the trajectory. 
Our new optimization program owr the space of Radon measures is 
This will be called the “weak” control problem (the diffcrentia; equation And 
boundary constraints are imposed weakly via (2.12); it was first introduced in 
!ess gcncral forms in [2, 61. The set of elements !I, fcasiblc for (IV) is convex in 
C”(,4 x .Q), whereas the set of control---trajectory pairs is not; “distributed 
trajectories” with “distributed endpoints” are admitted, the distributions of 
the endpoints being specified by the measures ,$,, and fir. Convexity is the 
principal reason for introducing (W) for by means of comes anall;sis solutions 
to, and the value of, (11’) can bc characterized. The first results in this direction, 
derived in [3], are stated in Section 5. 
Before this can be of any use however, WC must seek a relationship between (S) 
and (LV). Since pairs admissible for (S) arc feasible for (\I?), q(S) > q(W). In 
the following sections n-c prove the rewrsc inequaZt.y, or 
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~‘HEOREJI 2.1 (Equivalence Theorem). The “weak” and “strong” control 
problems are equivalent in the sense that their minima, or values, are the same: 
7](W) 7: r,(S). 
Denoting the sets of elcmcnts feasible for (S) and (W) by Y and W” rcspect- 
ively we have: 
COROLLARY 2.2. Ezery eleme?IZt p E ,fl’. iS a Unit positive mixture of elements in 
9, that is, to ezery p there corresponds a A E P”(.Y) suclz that p :- ssr s d/I(s). 
Of course Corollary 2.2 implies Theorem 2.1 but WC have only the parametric 
equivalent of the corollary (see 141). \A’e therefore prove the equivalence Theorem 
2.1 by generalizing (D’) to a parametric problem (I’) and then deriving a solution 
to (U:) from a generalized curve solution to (P). 
3. A PARAMI:TRIC PROBLE~I 
Here parametrization is the reformulation of a problem in terms of parametric 
variables y L (x, t) and j 4 (k, i) instead of the original variables (x, t, u). 
(Henceforth k, j are points in (copies of) the sets in which X, y, etc. are points 
while if x(.) is a function, k(t) means (dint) x(t) and k(u) means (d/r/u) s(u), that 
is, the dot dcnotcs differentiation with respect to whichever argument appears). 
In the strong control problem we admitted rclaxcd controls, so that k(t) E 
cof(x(t), t, Q) for almost every t. As A and Q are compact andf is continuous, 
co/(x, t, Q) is compact for all (x, t) 6 fl and there exists a compact FC R” 
such that coj(~, t, Q) C F for all (x, t) E A. A new cost intcgrand is dcfincd on 
A xF. 
Consider I:’ & {(x, t, ..+) ,F rl x F: 2 E.~(x, t, Q)}, which is compact (continuity 
off and compactness of Q imply that E is closed, hence compact as A x F is 
compact). 
DEFIKITION 3.1. On I:’ define _I(.r, t, k) by 
-Z(x, t, k) = min{l(r, t, u): R = f(N, t, u) for some u E Q}. 
LEMMA 3.2. _I is well-dejined and lower-semicontinuous (LSC) on E. 
Proof. The existence of a minimu in (3.1) is guaranteed by continuity of 1 
and compactness of Q. Ict {(xi, tj , ii)} C I:’ b e any sequence converging to 
(.r, t, k) and choose u, G D such thatj(x, , tj , .ej) = Z(ri , ti , u;). D being compact, 
(z+} has a convergent subsequence (labeled {z+j for convenience), ui ---F u E Q. 
f is continuous so k -= lim, k^i = lim, f (xi , tj , ui) = f(x, t? u) and _l(x, t, k) < 
1(X, 1, U) - lini, I(s, , i, , u,) = lim,j(xi , t, , 2,). ‘I‘his applies to an> convergent 
subscquencc hence 
!,!3rxi 3.3. Let .\- be any vzetric 5pace and I: a ciosed subset vf .I-. if p 1s 
!oecrr-setniconiilzuolts mz B and takes wlues ilz some interval [a, b], i.e., is bounded, 
wz I,‘, thezz p ran be extended to a function q, LSC on .Y and ha&g the sanze hounds 
as p has ofz E. 
I’rooj~. X.)&e p,, by PJx) = inf{p(z) -,- izd(.~, 2): 2 6 El for s E E. It can be 
s~uwn that ,D,,(.) are continuous on E, p,(x) <. p,,-,(.T) :<. p(,~) for .\: E E and that 
D,, -. t p pointwise in B [IO, p. 222-2231. It is clear that Pi, E [o. bj for all TZ and 
YE I:‘. 
Ry l’ietze’s extension theorem each function p,, can be cstendcd to a function 
c/,1 contimlnus on X and having values in [a, b]. Let Q bc the upper envelope of 
the iamily iy,)} then [I 1, p. 3621 4 is LSC on X and takes values in [(I, h]. The 
restriction of q to E is the upper envelope of the family ;.p,,j. and bv definition 
this is p. I 
Our function I and set B satisfy the conditions of I,cmma 3.3 so wc may regard 
j a5 defined. Gnded, and LSC: on R 27Z-z. \\‘e arc particularlv interested in its 
vallws :m , I A G” and :I :< I+‘. 
L’ownzents. (i) There are examples of strict semicontinuity; SW 1.51. 
(ii) Continuity of _1 was an additional hypothesis rnadc in [2] to enable 
equivalcncc to he proved without the generalized !low representation theorems 
,:ivcn in [4]. 
In the strong control problem, an absolutely continuous change of variable 
f .> (J, namely, one such that i(v) 7 (did~) ~(a) is integrable, necessitates the 
foilowing “replacements: 
k(u) k(1) --f : -- 
t(o) 
‘I’hercfore to parametrize the weak control proi)lem we need the following 
definitions (points in A C R’l -z are denoted intcrchangcab!y by (s, t) and ~1 <IS arc 
:)oints j’ = (k, i) in (another copy of) WTr-,l). 
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DEFINITION 3.4. On A x IF+* define L, M and D by 
ii0 
i = 0, 
M(y,P) &J max [-i, 01, 
n(y,jJ> 2 
i 
dist (+ ,f(z, t, Q)) 1 i 1 , i+O 
/I ~2 i!, i = 0. 
Note. As 1 is bounded, L is bounded on every bounded subset of A x (Wn?-l. 
When 1 i ) < 1 it is bounded by the values of I. 
It is clear that /, is lower-semicontinuous and M is continuous on A x F?+r. 
That D is continuous is proved in [2]. Xote that L, M, and D are all positively 
homogeneous in j, that is, for all 01 3 0, L(y, qj) -- &(y, j). Their values are 
therefore completely specified by their values on A x B where B is the unit 
sphere in Wn-l-*, { j E IWn+ l: 1; j 1: = l}. The parametcrized version of the weak 
problem, the parametric problem, is therefore 
i Minimize 
I 
s L(Y, 9) 4 
over peZ=(A x B) (3.5) 
AXB 
subject to constraints 
(3.6) 
and the existence of /30 E pn(r,J and ,B1 E Pfi(F,) 
such that for all # E Cl(A), 
’ j-xB4,(~~)P 4 = s, (b(r) 44 - ~ro40 4% . 
(3.7) 
Notes. (i) That (I’) is well posed follows from the CL-integrability of a 
bounded LSC function for any Radon measure [L. 
. 
(ii) The dynamic constraints and boundary conditions in the original 
optimal control problem (S) appear in (P) as side constraints (3.6) and (3.7). 
J M dp = 0 mimics the fact that in nonparamcterizcd problems the time variable 
t runs forward. 
As a preliminary observation we have 
I,EMRIA 3.8. Any ,IY admissible for (IV) dejnes a p admissible jor (P) such that 
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Proof. Let p be given. Put r(s, t, u) :-= (!, f (x, 1, u),!~ I)‘,;‘. For any 
G( J*, j) == g(x, t , .-P, i) E C(A x B) define p by 
Since r(x, ;, U) >, 1 this defines an element p E I’z(A x n). Further, 
\ .ld~=j~xnmal[-f,O]l.d~=-.O, 
- AXE 
i- D dp := s 
dist(f(x, t, u), f (x, t, Q)) fit? .= 0 
“.4X8 AXR 
and 
for all 41 E Cl(A), hence (3.7). Thus p is admissible for (1’) and 
[ L(y, j) du = [ 1(x, t, f (x, t, u)) d,ii & JAY.> i(x, i, u) d/L 
“AxB ‘AXS? , c 
Lemma 3.8 shows that (I?) has feasible elements and that ?I( IV) > 71(P). Thus 
q(S) > 7(W) > q(P) and equivalence will be proved by showing that 77(P) > 
T(S). 
Compactness arguments will be used to show that (P) has a solution. Two 
technical lemmas provide bounds on elements feasible for (P). 
LITVIMA 3.9. If p E P~(A’ x B) sati.q?cs (3.6), then 
s11pp(p} c ((y, 9)) E A x B: i 3 0, .t c if(wx, f, q:. 
PrOOf. Set 12, Lemma 8.11. 
rAEk~all~ 3.10. The set of measures feasihle for (P) is norm bowxled. 
Proof. Take p feasible for (I’). By Lemma 3.9 and 3.7 
--jtdp,- [tdp,d’T,-T?‘,<rn. 
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I’oints (2, i) in B have unit norm, i i ,2 A-. / i i2 = I, hence 
by Lemma 3.9, where k .: max{’ f(~, t, U) : (x, t, U) A x Q) < co. a 
PROPOSITION 3.11. The set of elements feasible for (I’) is weak-star compact. 
Proof. \Yeak-star compactness of P(ra) and P(I’,) and continuity of ;M 
and D show that the set is sequentially weak-star closed. Since C(A x B) is 
separable, this implies weak-star closedness. ‘The norm boundedncss provided 
by Lemma 3.10 completes the proof. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.12. If L: :g X B -+ w is I,%:, thetz the mapping 
p -+ J,,saL dp: Pzc(A x 13) + R’ is weak star LX. 
Proof. See [IO]. m 
'THEOREM 3.13. The parametric problem (I’) has a solution. 
Proof. The problem is that of minimizing a lower-semicontinuous 
function over a noncmpty compact set. 131; a well-known result it has a solution. 
I 
\?;c non; turn to [4] for information concerning the structure of solutions to (I’). 
In the terminology of [4], the feasible elements are called generalized flows. ‘The 
constraint (3.7) implies that the generalized flows have finite boundaries (the 
measures &, and /3r have finite total variation) while Lemma 3.9 implies that they 
arc unindirec/ional (they hate supports contained in the intersection of A x B 
with the proper cone .B’? .A {(y,$): t > 0, ! .e : < k ] t’ I}. The structure of such 
gcneralizcd flows is particularly simple. 
TIIEOIE.\~I 3.14. A unindirectional generulized jlow p with a Jinite boundary 
giz;en by measures &, and /3, as in (3.7) is u unit mixture of generalized cupves Gth 
initial points in supp&} C I’, and terminal points in supp(/3r) C rI . 
Proof. ‘I’his is a special case of (4, ‘Theorem 4.21. For a definition of mixture 
set [I] or [4]. That the mixture is unit, i.e., has norm unity, follows from the 
fact that ,R,, and ,!3, are probability measures and have unit total variation. 1 
Gcneralizcd curws arc weak-star limits of sequences of ordinary parametric 
curves in A and arc characterized by: 
I'RorwsI*rIoN 3.15. A generalized jo~ g (an element of Pc(A x B)) is a 
generalized curz’e if and only if there exists a Lipsrhiiz continuous function y(.): 
LO, I] + .4 unti 0 fawiily of measures v. F l’.?(B) dejkd for almost ezny 17 ; [O, ! J, 
xith ;: v,, ’ unifomzly hounded ami such that for any h E C(l’l x B), fn h(y(a): 
$) dv,( j,) is (Lebesgue) integrable and g(h) = fiIR h(y(o), 9) dv,,( Jo) tlu. FWI~EI., 
.;‘(u) --= SD 3 dv,;( j) for alwzost ezery o c [0, I]. 
PYOO~. See [I, (67.1)]. 1 
Theorem 3.14 states that any p admissible for (I’) lies in the convex hull of a 
set of gencralizcd curves with particular endpoints. hlinimizing the linear 
i‘unctional SL + owr this convex hull, wc know that the minimum is attained 
‘It an extrcmc point (as well as perhaps elsewhere), that is, at a generalized curve. 
‘Z’r-~EOREN 3.16. The parawletric poblenz has a solutiolr which is a ,neneralized 
cul’ce {vu , y(u): 0 <; u L< l), zcith endpoints y(0) E f-,, , y( 1) E I’, and for alwlosi 
ezery u E [0, 11, supp(~,) C { 4 c H: t 3 0, 5~ CI [f(s(c), t(u). ’ -Q)) ii 9 (Recali that 
.g :- (i, i)). 
Proof. Details are given in [4, Sect. 71. 
‘l‘o solve the strong and \\:cak control problems we transkc the generalized 
curve solving the parametric problem into a control-trajcctor!; pair, preserving 
the value of the cost integrand. klost of the results here duplicate those given in 
12, Sect. IO] so wc shall only give detailed proof when requiring stronger thco- 
rcms to deal with scmicontinuous integrands. A slightly different trcatmcnt, valid 
in the semicontinuous case. is given in [5]. 
Let {v,; ,J(U) = (x(u), t(u)): 0 5; (T :s 1) be a generalized curve solving (I’). 
‘l’hcn ,i(P) = sisnL(y(u), j) dv,( j) dn ([4, Sect. 71) and for almost al! LT, i(u) L> 0 
and 3;-.(u) c I cof(x(u), l(u), Q), smcc supp{~‘,: C F. Loosely speaking, the 
last two conditions are suficicnt for the inverse change of variables 0‘ -f t to go 
through, for they imply that the function x(f) 2 x(o-l(t)) is well defined on 
[r(O), t(l)], absolutely continuous there, and satisfies the differential equation 
(2.4). 
rmim 4. I. lxt t, = t(O), t, t(1). ‘The/l A(.) dclfined on [to, tJ by x(f) =- 
x(u -I( t )) is ecell d+ned and I,ipschitz continuous. l.et the subset ?’ qf [t, , tJ be 
dejned by T 7 t(Z), Z -. (U c: (0, I]: i(u) 71 O] then t is one-to-one on 2, 7’ is 
I,ebesguc wzeustrrable and ‘I‘ = t, - t,, D&e t --r v,: [t,, , tJ -> C*‘(F) (F as in 
Section 3) by 
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for g E C(F). Then for any h E C([t, , tJ x F) and L.S.C. y: A x F--f R me 
haze: 
(i) f--t SF h(t, k) Sb(k) is L e 6 esgue measurable and essentially bounded. 
(ii) Ft E P(F) a.e. t E [to , t,] 
(iii) k(t) = SF 2 di;,(*) a.e. t E [to , tl] 
(iv) supp{PI} C (22: 2E f (x(t), t, .Q) a.e. t E [t,, , tJ 
(v) $$ y&(t), t, a) d&(f) dt = j&j q(s(u), t(u), 2/i) i dv& t) do. 
Proof. The proofs of the above propositions arc given in [2] with the excep- 
tion of(v) which is proved only for continuous q. For LSC q, write q = limi,co qi 
where qi are continuous functions qi < q (cf. Lemma 3.3). Then the general 
dominated convergence theorem gives: 
t1 ss t0 $x(t), t, k) di;, dt = I j.$ I,:‘,, yi(x(t), t, 4 di+ dt 
= lim i )~ j1 jB qi ($4, t(u), ;) i dv, do 
The curve x(.) is now dcparameterized. Lemma 4.1(v) implies that q(P) = 
JtiFJ(s(t), t, 2) d?,(2) dt. Define q,(t) - JiJ’Fj(x(s), s, ff) dcS(2) ds then Qt) L- 
JFJx(t), t, 2) dG,(k) for almost cvcry t E [to , tl]. WC consider the augmented 
state variable Z(t) = [x,,(t), x(t)] satisfying 2(t) = lrg(x(r), t, si”) dG,(*), where 
g(x, t, 9) = [1(x, t, k), 91, for almost every t. 
Take t such that i(t) is as above and suppose that ct has finite support in F, 
F, =: xzt, cr,S(x,) where cyi > 0, J& LY$ =: 1 and *i E f (x(t), t, X2) (by Lemma 
4.1 (iv)). Select ui E D such that *i = f (x(t), t, ui) and _I(x(t), t, ii) = /(x(t), t, q). 
Settingf(x, t, u) = [Z(X, t, u), f (x, f, u)]jis continuous and WC find 
i(t) = 2 cqg(x(t), t, &) 
i=l 
so that 
Z(t) E coJ(x(t), 1, Q). (4.2) 
The following lemma shows that (4.2) holds for almost all t. 
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I,DIM:\ 4.3. Gicen any LSCfunction q and a posit& measure v z&h hounded 
total variation and compact support, there exists a sequence of measures bi> ,uith 
finite support in supp(v} such that vi -F v weakly star and s q dLf, --p s q dv. 
Pro$. Set Appendix. 1 
\\‘e can now prove the equivalence theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. As i(t) E coJ(x(t), t, 9) for almost all t .z [t, , il], 
invoking Fillipov’s lemma [l, p. 2971, there exists a relaxed control ~~~ satisfying 
the differential equation 
&#), .iQ)) =. (j, I@(t), t, u) dpt(u>, jpt), t, u) (d,+)) a.f. t E [to , $1. 
‘I’hc control-trajectory pair {pt , x(t): t, ,< t < tl> is admissible for the strong 
control problem (recall from Theorem 3.16 that (x(t,,), 1 ) = (x(o), t(G))i,,” = 
~(0) E f’,, and (x(t,), tl) = ~(1) E 1; . Furthermore, 
_- “u(t1) 
11 
c= 
ss 
&r(t), , a) dIq3i) dt 
to F 
-= q(P). 
Since by Lemma 3.8, 77(S) > 7(W) >, q(P), ~(5) = 7(W) = T](P), and the pair 
&, x(t): t, < t < tl) solves (S) and (IV). 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Kecall that Y is the set of control-trajectory pairs 
feasible for (S), the strong control problem, and such that the augmented tra- 
jcctories ((x(t), t): t, < t < tl} arc contained in the cube -4 (see note below). -/llr 
denotes the feasible set for (IV). 
Replacing the integrand I by any h E C(A x Q) we see that the equivalence 
thsorem remains true, that is, 
min 
is 
11 c/s: s 7 c 9’1 == min /j h du;: w E Vi . (4.4) 
I’f /A c- P‘, tL not necessarily a minimizing element for the right-hand side of (4.4) 
then there exists s1 E Y such that 
409!~74,,2-r 2 
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Repeating this with --h in place of h, we find ss E .Y with 
hence 
I’ h ds, < - h dp < 1 h ds, J (4.5) . 
where s1 and sa correspond to control-trajectory pairs in Y. 
Now YP- is convex and Co Y Cw. Suppose p ~;l/r but p $ co Y, then by a 
separation theorem, [12], there exists h E C(A x Q), the predual of C”(A x Q), 
with s h dp > 0 and J/z da < 0 for all a E Co ,Y. In view of (4.5) this is absurd 
hence V ;= co ,Y :z Co Y. 
The mixture result is now a consequence of Choquet’s theorem [l, p. 1921. 1 
Notes. We arc not considering the original admissible set of control- 
trajectory pairs, some of which may not have supports contained in A x Q, 
but the set resulting from hypothesis (H). 
Corollary 2.2 is a nonparametric version of the representation theorem for 
gcncralizcd flows, Theorem 3.14. A “direct” proof would be wclcomc but it is 
felt that the strong coupling between dynamics and boundaries, that is, the fact 
that WC implicitly consider only reachable boundaries, together with the fact 
that the set of boundaries in the nonparametric framework does not have a 
vector-space structure, augurs against it. The direct method given here breaks 
the proof down into manageable parts. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO NECESSARY AKD SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMACITY 
We state here the conditions for optimality of a control-trajectory pair in the 
strong control problem, as derived in [3]. i\n alternative derivation yielding 
stronger results for a smaller class of problems will be given in a forthcoming 
paper [17]. 
Let us restrict our attention to control problems (S) in which the initial set r,, 
is a single point (x0, t,,) and then let us assume that the final set I’, is rcachablc, 
i.e., for cvcry point (x1 , tr) E rr there exists a control-trajectory pair (pt , x(t): 
t, < t < tl> such that x(tl) = x1 ( an o course x(to) = x”). Otherwise, replace d f 
r, by its reachable subset. 
We proceed as follows: the weak problem (W) is convex and can bc written 
as a Fcnchcl problem: 
min{(p - q)(p):p~ C*(A x Q)], (5.1) 
where p and q incorporate the \aluc function and constraints of (IV), ,3J. .‘s 
C’(4 j< Q) with the topology of uniform convergence and C”(:2 s Q) with 
weak-star topolog!; are topological linear spaces in duality, it is natural to intro- 
duce a dual problem defined over C(A x Q). Let 
for {E C(:J x Q). The dual problem is then 
mas((y* -r,‘) (6): e E C(A X -Q)>. (5.2) 
Characterizations of p” and 9% are given in [3], where it is also shon-n that the 
\:alucs of (5.1) and (5.2) are the same and given by 
? = sup{-qqs, ) r,,): + E ‘6). (5.3) 
5 2 {6 c- (‘y/f): c#,(x, ‘) -j- $L(N, ‘)f(x, t, u) --- 1(x, t, u) -< 0, V(s, I, II) E ‘-1 y 2 
and +(x, , tr) > 0 for all (x1 , tr) E I-,}. However, ~1 = q(W) = q(S) and we 
obtain from (5.3) the following ncccssary condition for optimal+. 
lim f+(x(t,), tr) ~0. 
It is eas); to show that the existence of such a sequence (+) is also sufEcient 
for optimality (it is a generalization of the verification theorems of [13]); the 
contribution here is the demonstration that it is necessary. This has been done 
before only under restrictive hyothcses on the nature of the control-trajectory 
pair [ 141 or on problem sensitivity [15]. 
Any solution (1~ , x(t): 1, < t < tr> to (S) also solves the convex problem (I\:) 
so it is clear that an\: necessary condition for optimality derived in this was wil! 
also be sufficient. V\‘e therefore conclude that our necessary condition is not 
equivalent to the maximum principle ([13]), unless the latter is also suficicnt. 
The maximum principle is derived by local conl-cxification (by linearization) 
about a hypothesized optimal trajectory, whereas our rssu!ts emcrgc from global 
convcxification of the control problem. 
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6. EXTEXSIOn-S 
In this section we consider a wider class of “strong” control problems and 
verify their cquivalcncc with suitable “weak” problems. 
6. I. Pyobbns z&h LSC lnfegrand 
If the integrand 1 in the strong control problem (S) is lower-semicontinuous 
rather than continuous, the value of (S) is the same as the value of (W), the 
weak control problem. This follows from Corollary 2.2, i.c., yff = co -9’ in 
exactly the same way as Theorem 3.16 follows from ‘I’heorcm 3.14. (See [4] for 
details.) 
6.2. Stute Constraints 
Let g: R” ” + W be continuous and suppose that in (S) we further restrict 
the set of admissible control-trajectory pairs &, x(t); t, < t y< tI} b; the 
rcquiremcnt g(x(t), t) < 0 for all t E [t ,, , tJ. Then provided feasible trajectories 
still exist, (S) is equivalent to the weak problem (W) having the added constraint: 
.c max[g(.lc, t), 0] dp = 0. A>9 
In the parametric problem (P), the corresponding integrand 
G(y,$) :: max[g(x, t), 0] ! t i 
is continuous and s,,xB G dp =.: 0 can be treated in the same way as l,,xB M dp = 
s ,,xe 11 dp = 0. Any finite number of constraints can be dealt with in a similar 
fashion. 
6.3. State-Dependent Controls and Differential Inclusions 
In (S) we require the relaxed controls {pl: t, < t < tl> to satisfy supple*} C ,Q 
for almost every t E [to, tJ. Let us replace this by supp{pt} C Q(x(t), t) for 
almost ever): t E [to , tJ where .Q: W”-.’ -+ .Z? is an upper-semicontinuous 
function with values in Z =: {XC Y: Xcompact} for some fixed compact 
YC W”. Then (S) is equivalent to a weak problem (W) in which (2.12) is 
written as 
3 PO c- wr”) and A E f-v*) 
such that for all I#J E C’(A), 
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; dist[lc, S?(x, t)] L&L - 0. 
.‘AXl 
Tn the pa:-am&c problem we take 
,.f(x, t, Q(x, t)) i i , ; + i) 
’ -0. 
Then 1) is L5C.Y and the proofs in Sections 3 and 4 =o (l~ro~g!l h~ausc :hc WC 
I/L: s 1) (I/L --:. O> is sequentially weak-star closed. 
Control problems involving differential inclusions, Y(f) ~P(.x(t), I)> I; ‘t 
compact-set-valued function, can bc recast as problems with a diifercntia: 
equation a(t) =.: u(f), with state-dependent control set, i.c.. u(i) FI”(x(I), t). 
‘l’hc cast I?(., .) upper-scmicontinuous is considered in [7], whew it is 
mistakenly asserted that dist(v, Q(x, t)) is continuolls on P’ x .-I. In general it 
is onI\; I,SC and the proofs in [7] arc therefore inadequate for this case. STore- 
over, [7] establishes only the existence of a solution to the weak prohlcm and not 
equivalence. 
6.4. C1tIJortn1fed co?ttrol Sets 
!Vhcn 0 is closed but not bounded u-c run into many pr:Mms attempting 
to push through the equivalence proofs. Considerable exertions arc needed to 
ensure that intermediate definitions and results are true hut it is bclicvcd that, 
subject to a growth condition relating the cost integrand 1 to the system function 
f, cquix&xxe can be established [S]. 
In 171, Kubio also uses a growth condition, to establish the rsistence of a 
soiution to the weak problem but not equivalence. 
Sections 6. L-6.4 cover most of the ordinary dificren:iai equation 1)rohkm to 
bc found in the literature. About a-cak problems and cquivalcnce with wong 
;>roblcms involving partial differential or functional equations I~C can Say little, 
csccpt that something of a theory of gcneralizcd h!-I>~rsurfaces (gcncralizcd 
ilows corresponding to surfaces rather than curws) is available [16] and that 
simple functional equations such as differential &lay equations mav possible 
!x tackled with the finite-dimensional curve theorv. Othcr\viw, flo\vs on infirlite- 
dimcnsionai spaces will have to be considered. 
Outside the optimal control context, one might look at differential games or 
other vector optimization problems. l’hc major difFicult\; here is the formuiation 
of the weak problem. 
Further applications of (orollary 2.2 are sure :o be found. 
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Al’PE:A-DIX 
Proof of Lemma 4.3. A slight modification of the usual construction of the 
sequence {vi} is necessary. l’akc a sequence of finite subcovcrs of supp{v} by 
balls of diminishing radii, (Crji)~~I , i : - I, 2,.... The collection of differcnccs 
{Aji r. ~j:ji\JJl;+j cr,i:j r. 1 ,..., :X7<} is a collection of Bore1 sets covering supp(v} 
for every i. 
Let L+ =. v(Aji) and choose ,zji ‘. c cl /iii to bc a minimand of Q over cl ilji. 
Such Zji exist because q is ISC. Define vi = 12 ) 1 (Y~%(z~~). Since Aji are disjoint 
and diam(Aji) --t 0 as i -+ 03, vi + v weakly star and 
xi 5; 
J l/ dVi z 2 3!jiC[(Zji) = 2 f  (l(z)i) dv 
j=l j. 1 - A, i 
s< 
1, Y(4 Jv = j 9 dv. 
1’ 
In general the mapping v -+ s Q dv is weak-star LX so that 
For the particular sequence constructed lirn; J y tivi = J Q dv. 1 
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